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Authors contacted for 74 databases

35 databases available

33 Datasets recoded and merged (6,424 subjects)

33 datasets (5,502 subjects) with adequate information

23 Datasets (4,740 patients) included in analyses of at least one study question

15 data sets (3,763 subjects) in which some received these regimens

15 data sets (2,174 subjects)

15 data sets (1,350 subjects)

1,218 subjects excluded

1315 excluded regimens; 274 LTFU

139 No DST; 51 no rifampin acquired resistance

137 97 Died; 727 other durations

131 1350 (H)REZ duration (Table 1, S3)

Success analysis

15 data sets (1,350 subjects)

763 excluded regimens; 302 LTFU

Mortality analysis

15 data sets (1,719 subjects):

251 vs 1350 for >=6(H)REZ-FQ

118 vs 1350 for >=6RE 1-3Z FQ

FQ added to (H)REZ (table 2-3, S4-S5)

15 data sets (3,763 subjects) in which some received these regimens

SM added to (H)REZ (tables 4, S6)

15 data sets (2,698 subjects)

15 data sets (1,494 subjects) :

221 vs 1160 for >=6(H)REZ-FQ

113 vs 1160 for >=6RE 1-3Z FQ

1369 excluded regimens; 345 LTFU

139 No DST; 51 no rifampin acquired resistance

143 died; 1208 others durations

39 Excluded:

4 : Did not meet inclusion criteria (No treatment info; or total number of patients <20)

24: Data not available (authors have moved; data lost, or damaged in storage)

1 : Cannot share data

10 : Cannot reach authors

2 Datasets (~350 subjects): Excluded because of missing information

Outcomes not reported

Extrapulmonary TB only

No treatment or 1 drug only

10 DB excluded (762 subjects): no subject with regimen of interest (Table S1b)

817 subjects excluded: no regimen of interest (Table S2b)

392 no DST; 65 no rifampin acquired resistance

1369 excluded regimens; 345 LTFU

139 No DST; 51 no rifampin acquired resistance

143 died; 1208 others durations

392 no DST; 65 no rifampin acquired resistance

1369 excluded regimens; 345 LTFU

139 No DST; 51 no rifampin acquired resistance

143 died; 1208 others durations

392 no DST; 65 no rifampin acquired resistance

1369 excluded regimens; 345 LTFU

139 No DST; 51 no rifampin acquired resistance

143 died; 1208 others durations

392 no DST; 65 no rifampin acquired resistance